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“…urban design is not neutral. It either 
perpetuates or reduces social inequities 
within cities. And that is very hard for 
people to wrap their minds around 
because urbanists are taught that they 
are good, that they make communities 
better, and that they are the bringers of 
solutions.”
– Jay Pitter
@Jay_Pitter



















Transit agencies are still managing 
and operating systems that have 

racism embedded in them.



West Bellfort
Park & Ride



Park and Ride:
30 min
Managed lanes
Plush seats
Canopies at stops
$3.25
60% White

Local:
90 min
Mixed traffic
Hard seats
No shelters at 
stops
$1.25
60% Black



Transit agencies are shaped by the 
world they were created in: the era of 
the re-segregationist response to the 

civil rights movement.









Transit agencies were created as a 
response to two different problems: 

existing transit operations were going 
bankrupt and highway congestion 

was increasing.







As a result of this dual mandate, many 
agencies essentially built and operated 
two systems with different standards 

for amenities, service levels and 
levels of subsidy.



CHOICE RIDER | DEPENDENT RIDER





Bus stop





Transit agencies concluded that to 
attract “choice riders” they needed to 

design for “white comfort.” 



“I think the 
entire field of 
transportation 
and urban 
planning is a 
host to white 
comfort.”
-Dr. Destiny Thomas
The Thrivance Group
@DrDesThePlanner





So many transit agencies have 
designed their systems to 

deliberately separate riders.



Regional Rail
$5.25-$7.00

Rapid Transit
$3.50



Rail: 700/day
Express bus: 3,800/day
Local bus: 8,300/day







And transit agencies mange, operate, 
and police their systems to promote 

“white comfort."





12% of riders are Black
50% of citations are Black



Transit systems have racism built into 
their schedules, their fleets, their 

route structures and their 
infrastructure.



“…when you look at transportation or 
you look at built environments, what 
you realize very quickly is that the 
systems are designed exactly how the 
people in power wanted them to be 
designed, and they are working.”
-Tamika Butler
@TamikaButler



Many agencies have racism built into 
their governing structure.



Heavily white areas are 
overrepresented on the 
body that makes federal
transportation funding 
decisions in Houston.





Every transit line, every bit of 
infrastructure, every bus that runs 

down a street and every train that runs 
down a track does so 
in pursuit of a motive. 







This streetcar 
is designed to 
gentrify.



Transit agencies absolutely can be 
powerful tools for equity. A good 

transit network opens up a 
metropolitan area — and its jobs and 

opportunities — for all of its residents.



METRONext:

Rail+BRT link Black and 
Hispanic neighborhoods to 
jobs and education

BOOST improves local bus 
routes with shelters, service, 
speed, reliability

Regional express service 
integrated with local network 
for reverse commutes and 
faster trips

Accessibility improvements 
across the network



To build more equitable networks, we 
need equitable decision-making.



To build more equitable networks, we 
in the transit world have to be 
thoughtful about what we do.



We can’t rely on rules to get equity.



Equity analysis when service 
is changed, not of existing 
inequity 



Measured by revenue hours, 
not quality of service



We have to reject “we’ve always done 
it that way” as an answer.



We have to recognize that transit fits 
into larger systems.





We have to be willing to call out 
decision-makers.



We have to to listen to all riders.



We all have to be willing to 
talk about race.



Follow:
@Jay_Pitter
@TamikaButler
@DrDesThePlanner


